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lo Threshold temperatures in the competitive pyrolysis of 
' V i n y l  b e m o a t e o
An obeerTOtion by Muir suggested that osie^  or all g
of the reactions competing in the pyrolysis of vinyl bensoate
may be influenced by metallic catalysts^ further iaveetiga-
tion now shows that the ieoarboijylation reaction (0'^) ant the
*1r©arrangement-eum-'deoarboBylation (h/o ) are catalysed by the 
metals present (ting, blsmuthg lead.> cadmium)o This was
p
suspected for the C ' route which was thought to be partially 
heterogeneous ; ■ but the E/C" route was thought to be completely 
homogeneous and g therefore g independent of h©t©r©.gen©ous
catalysis o While the test to indi-oate the oœet @f the E/O'"
Proute was not so satisfactory aa that for-tk© O'" soissionr- 
the eatalytio ©ffiaieney -of -the four metals used was identical 
in both remetlameo
2o Pyrolysis of RhoCMo « % - Br*» 01* or
Both bemsai bromide ant bemal chloride pyrolyse 
at epo 500® to produce (g ^-dl-^ -^ i-stilbene thus si/■> m. '}■ V p  P h Z G s G E P h
The bromide produoes only the trana isomer^ while the chloride 
produce© both ©is and ^ ranSc It was therefore probable that 
beæal cyanide would similarly produce o:^-dleyanostilben®;;
o20and from observations the formation of only the trams
isomer was indicated* Bengal cyanide did notp however^
break down imder the above conditions g and even when
copyroljsed at es* 430® with (%-cyanobenay 1 bemoate (a
compound previously found to produce trams -as ^ ^ -dleyano-
stilbene) no substituted stilbene ws© found* At still
higher temperatures (ea* 700®) beœ®l cyanide gave a
complex tarry producto not characterised *
The failure of bensal cyanide to break down on the
same lines as benssal bromide disproves the mechanism 
2 0proposed to account for the presence of '^ -dlcyano- 
stilbene in the pyrolysate from a^ cyanoben s^yl bam oat©* 
The mechaniem was thought to depend upon the formation 
of the intermediate PhCHCCElgf? thues
[ 0 ( C H o P h C l ) g  3 P h . O H O  P h o C H C C H ) g <5 (3 C> O 'i
ÏÏCH V g  O P h C I  5 G P M I
it la now believed that the eyanoetilbène muet be formed 
by an A® scission of a^ oyanoben:;y 1 bensoate^ thuas
P h d C O g o C H o P h C l  — — > P h c C O g H  •v’- V a  C P h C H  g G P h C H  „ 9 * 0 A
PARf Is“ SHE PIROIiYSIS OP VI59YL BBKOÂÏE
ISfSRODUCÏÏÏOSfTnJrw.ji»Kjs:^3PiMlteOTgmaTy|fl3ij^Lf
I
In the pjrolyaiB of a oarbostjlic eater g ,various 
routes mayp is general^ compete with one another o The 
temperature at which any one spécifié reaction first 
appears during a pyrolysis la known as the threshold^ or 
onsetp temperature of that reaetiono The present work 
is a study of the effect of metal catalysts on the 
threshold temperatures of routes competing in the break­
down of vinyl benzoate « It was suggested by a chance 
observation by Hulr^^ who accidentally introduced a 
little Wood metal into the reactor during a pyrolysis 
of eyclohexyl bensoatojp and seemingly catalysed the 
reaction^ additional breakdown routea making their 
appearance and a larger volume of gaeeoue pyrolysata 
being collected„
By altering variables such as flow rate and 
residence timeg nature of reactor and packing materialp 
contact Buxfa.ee area and pressure^ ctuantitative 
variatlone can be produced in the pyrolysis of esterai
while carbonised deposits in the reactor may introduce
2yet another variable and catalyse certain reaotione g, 
although more recent work by Bailey^ and Roya.ls'^'' ha© 
refuted this conception* The auparatu© used for the
4 o
present work kept all these conditions‘constants thus 
giving a direct comparison between a catalysed and an 
mcatalyseâ vinyl benzoate pyrolysis *
During previous work in this laboratory on threshold 
temperatures in the pyrolysis of esterseveral workers had 
difficulty in duplicating earlier results^ though each could 
reproduce his own results consistentlys but an apparatus
K
later developed by Reininger"^ ^^  which was basically that 
used, for this workp appears to have overcome this difficulty ^ 
thought to have been caused by differences in operating 
technique * The method 1b dependent upon the detection Of 
gaseous pyrolyeates in a photocell system^ enabling 
oomparisoBS to be made both for competitive routes in on© 
compound and for oorresponding routes in different pyrolyaand 
(for detailsp sea pc
pi
Il©lated_Work
lis of work bearing on these threshold
temperatures is given below*
6Eorris  ^ studying the pyrolytic breakdown products 
of hydrocarbon chains^ found that the various different 
earbon-oarboh bonds severed at different temperatures^ and 
determined the order in which they broke* The carbon-carbon 
bonds' in paraffin hydro earb oms are aasumod to have the same 
heat of formation* He ale© observed’ that larger hydrocarbon 
chains gave-lower ©racking températures*
Extending this work to a homologous eerie a Iforreie
and Oreeswell^ examined the mombere for the araek:Lng
temperatiTO at a partloular bond* It was found that the
radical present had a marked effect upon this temperature *
The pyrolyala of allg'l triphenylaoetateo pro&uoed
trlphenylmethamee earbon âlo^ i^lêop eaxbon momoxlâG and
1am alkeme^ p%*obably by am A" soiaGlom to mold and alkeme 
followed by seoosxdary decarboxylation of the aeld* The 
reaotlosi tube 9 eomtaimlng alkyl eaters of the type CPh^ oOO,j (
was sealed to a meroury mEmometeTf, evacuated ^ and heated ^ 
the following breakdown temperature© being obtained g 
E T emp * E Tenm* II il^ .mpo
195® GgEy 170® G^Hg 183
GgEg 188  ^ leo-OgE^ 155® l8o-G^Eg 149®
s - C ^ H g  164 “
As expected from B'orris^  earlier work the methyl ester
has the‘highest ©raeking temperature *
8Petit found that by suitably altering experimental 
aonditions the order In which the bonds of am organic 
Biibstamce broke oould be varied9 this being explained bj 
two forces; a steri© feet or by whieh stability was 
imereased. with iaoreasimg mimber of car bom atome 9 and a 
polar feetor which decreased stability*
oo
b.
Esters of high molecular weight were found by 
Smith and Wetsel® to decompose at a lower tempera two 
than their lower homologues^ As the homologous aeries 
±B steadily ascended^ however9 the décomposition 
temperature alternates rather than decrease© in regular 
steps* This is Imdleated in the following result© 
obtained for oyelohesQfl eaters*
Formate 490® acetate 496  ^ propionate 485®
butsnoat© 490® pentanos/be 479® hexanoat© 484
heptaiioate 473® octanoate 478® nommoate 471
decanoat© 478® octadecanoat© 4^0®
Ç3 i
This temperature is known as the charaoterietic temperature 
being defined ae the temperature at which a plot of 
percentage yield/pyrolysis temperature vs* pjrolyeis 
temperature shows a maximum*
Smith and extended the examination of ester
homologues to determine whether the decreasing pyroljsis 
temperature was due to change in the overall molecular 
weight of the eater9 or to change hi the sis© of the 
aejl portion only* Mine isomerle esters were pyrolyssd^ 
each with molecular weight 200 and formula
n 4^ m - 12) I and it was foundm  2 °  n  2 n -M
that all til© esters had a character is tie temperature
within the range 558 62® 1® ^ shewing that the
To
1
cîeereaslng temperature was dependent upon the overall
moleeular weight of the ester*
Smith and Wetzel^ also observed that the prosen.ee
of eleetrophilie groups substituted acnd p- ©aused
readier pjralyais of eyelohesiyl benzoatet? subsequently
showing that the temperature of pyrolysis was direetly
related to the strength of the aeid from whleh the ester
was prepared^ ■ and to the oxygen-’oarbmi stretehing bond in
the infra-red speotra of the esters*
The extent of pyrolysis was found by ‘Bailey and 
11Hewitt'”* to be directly related to the pEg^  of the
Ester© p ae stated above may break down by a varleiy
of eompeting routes* < A ©ystamatio nomenolatur© for theme
I Preactions was. proposed by RiteM© *
Alkvl-Ogygen Beisaione (A^ j, A®)
*1 ' ' ' 'An A'" soiseion’is normally the main route by wbioh 
esters with an available p-^ l^ drogen atom on the alkyl 
group undergo pryolysis* 'An aeid and axi alkene are formed 
by scission between the alkyl group and the ether oxygen 
atom9 followed by migration of the p-hydrogen atom to the 
carbonyl group* Th© reaction requires only moderate 
temperatures and vary smoothly*
8 <
E o 0
AcM A l k e n e
With ethyl acetate^ for example^ A soission ©cours thus s
Aq 01t > A@ OH O H gsC H g
1 3fb© meohamlam of A eoissiosi proposed by Hurd and Blmick 
i:avolv©B a tramaient six”©©mb©red ring with bonding of the 
g - h y d r o g e m  a t o m *
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The second type of alkyl-oxygen sclBsiom (A® BOieeion} 
is TOdergone by alkyl esters lacking a g- but possesBing an 
hydrogen atom s again acid and alkea© are produced thus G
At. o o a -> Ho COg!l Ï
This reaction takes place at a high temperature and probably 
proceeds via a tramaient diradioal* It is not very ccBmom* 
Peytral^^ has shown methyl acetate t© yield acetic 
acid and ©tbylemep as ©me of the reaction, routes c©mpet:i;ng 
Im its pyrolysis*
1M© o COp o — > M e o G O oE $  G E% sG E ^
€ïfj &3 ^
:7o
A lk e î w l - ô s s y g e r a  S e is B io m  ( A  )
This is another higb^temperatur© réaction, yielding 
acid and aligne in a maimer similar to that of an A" 
eaission* It Involves the 3=-4ijârogen atom of an 
W 3.saturated aarboxjlate^ thus s
I I
R o 00  ^o 0 s on COgR 4" - 0 ! 0 -
Aeld Alkyme
Allang, Forman and Ritchie " have observed this as a very
minor rout© in the complex pyro'lyala of vinyl ©sterso For
'
example 9 vinyl bens oat© behaves thus 5?^ of the total
breakdown)s
BzO o GH s OHp BsOE OH : GE
*1 o
Aeyl-Oxygen Sqlseions (b  ^B''“)
Where the absence of a j3-hydrogen atom prevents an
breakdown^ sels si on may oooiir between the aejl group and
the ether oxygen atom* Migration of the hydrogen atom then
follows9 in either9 or both^ of two directions* It may
travel from the acyl to the alkoxy group (B^  meisslon)
or from the sllcosg to the aeyl group (e  ^soiesion)*
1 scission yields a It©ten and a hyâroxj compound^
thus s
I t  » V * I I
OH c CO ! 0 OH — > 0 : 00 4- EO o
• ! i t I
SCeten Alcohol
1 0
The hydroxy oompoimd may he stable (©«go phenol) or
an instable emol (e«go of aeetaMeliycle) ^ thus g
M© CO Ô OEh 01^ 2 “ CO DhOH
Phenyl acetate
Me CO c 0 OH g CEg — > s GO [BOeOEsCE^^r-^ Me*GEOj
Vinyl acetate
p
B' sclsBioUi^  on the other hand^ proâuoee too carbonyl
c omp omiü B ip thuB
t \ i I
CO I 0 GE GË  ^OHO 0 g C
for example g methyl acetate and benzyl benzoate breaîi 
down largely ae follows s
GO o 0 Me M0  ^GHo g , CRo
thyl acetate
BsOo Oli^ Ph g Pho OHO
&
Benzyl benzoate
B e q a r b o n y la M - o n  ( c )
Direct deoa:rbosiylatio:a of esters is imeommon^ but 
has long been known to occur for phenyl formate g
EoCO o OPh phOE GO
Borne decarbonylatione^ apparently of esters^ are in fact 
dependent upon the formation of an urns table rearrangement
produet* For example ^ vinyl benzoate breaks down 
largely Cca* 75#) a# follow© g
BsQ . OH * GHg — [BhoOOoGHgoCHO]
f
Ph » GO . Me GO
p
loarbowlation CO
This ie a general reaction for ©eter© whieli contain 
a-mieaturat@ci group* Phenyl acrylate and it© Isomer 
v i n y l  b e n z o a t e  a r e  e x a m p le e ^  t h u s  §
GH„sCH.CO«Pb. 
&  & Ph.OH s GHg do,.
PfaoGOooCHsOH«
£  &  ■
PhoCH « GHg ûOg
Ae can be ®e©n unsaturation may be either ole finie or 
benzenoido
No general moleeular' aeohanism for the elimination 
of carbon dioxide from an ^-uneaturated ©©ter has proved.- 
acceptable9 provoking the thought that the reaction may 
follow an ionic or free radical meehaniemo
Disproportionation (D)
This la a conmom reaction requiring only moderate 
temperatures* A eimpl© ©sample ■is that of ethylldene 
diacetate which give© acetic anhydride and meetaldehyde 
on pyrolysis o
Ac 0 o c m ©  o OAc > ACgO -M® o GEO
12
Tbie involves a simple rearrangement of the moleeiili 
to a more stable form on pyrolysis^ a good example being ï 
geometric inversion ©ueh a® the following s
H  C o GOg o GHg D h
Benzyl maleat©
n -  G o GOr@ o GHm ? hd d,
PhGEgoGOpoG - E
B e n z y l  f u m a r a t e
Rearrangement of iso-pr©p©ryl acetate gives mainly 
aeetylaoeton© (together with proâuets of some minor 
eompetitiv© reaction®)g i
AoO o OWie g OH2 =»> o GO o GHg o 00 o Me
The Pvrolvsi© of Vlnvl Bea^oat©
The pyrolysis of benzoate was studied by
Allan9 Forman m d  Ritchie^^ who found that it broke 
down by three routes between 350® and 500®* A fourth 
very minor route has more recently been observed^ *
The reaction ©oheme Is shown below*
P h o G O g o C H sO H g
P hoC O oO H ^oG H O
I
PhoCO.M® 4- 00
Ph.CEO i- [CHgS 
PHoCHsCHg 4- COg 
■> PhcCO„H 4- CHsCH
R Major
T r a e ©
0 ^  M o d e r a t e  
Minor
13
Prom an examination of the pyrolysato gas of the vinyl
1 fbenzoate deoompoaitlon estimated that the
major routep B / O ""0 aeeoumted for ?0  80#  of the total
pbrealcdown* Of the minor routes ^ amoimted to 10  20#
and 5 10# of the total breakdown* Bteedmam oomslüerod
the pyrolyaie of vinyl benzoate to be mainly homogoneouGp
the routes R/Q" mnû A" being completely while the 
deoarboxyletlom was paz^ tlally heterogenGoua* As has been 
stated before the deearboxylatlom reaction has never been 
satisfactorily explained hj a molecular meohcmism for 
G£-meaturat©d esters and this failure may be due to the 
dépendance of this route upon an ionic or free radical 
reaction» There was mo indication of partlelpation by 
radical or radical ehaln processes im the first two routea* 
Bhould a free radical reaction compete in the 
overall scheme for the pyrolysis of vinyl benzoate ^ it 
might be possible to promote sueh a reaction by VMtng a 
suitable ©atalyet* The work miiertaken here was suggested 
by an observation by Itoir"’ that a little'Wood'-’e metal 
produced a more vigorous evolution of g;as during the 
pyroly®!® of eyolohe^gl benmoate* He assumed the Wood'^ s 
motel to have catalysed one^  ©r more^ of the reaciiiome in 
the pyrolysiso By usiBg the eomatltiient© of Wood metal 
(tiiig, bismuth9 lead m û  cadmium) .a© ©ateljstSp. ani studying 
the emtelysed sjad. uaoatelysei threshold températures of
J, 4°
each reaction the pyrolysiG of vinyl benzoate ^ 
evidenee ef the presemoe of a free radical method of 
breakdown, may be obtained for epeolflo reaotlonG*
1A 8eoonda%y breakdown route observed by Muir'" 
was. the formation of methane g which g^ esulted Indireotly 
from the reaction botweea vinyl benzoate amd benzole aold 
to give ethylideme dlbemeoate* Thiè oompoumd bi^ eako dovvzz 
to give the acid mAydride and aoetaldehydop methane and 
omrbom momoxide bel^ ig obtained from the latter * From a
iT
etudy of threshold temperatures Relmimger'^  wme able to 
@0tmbll8h that formation of aoetaldohyde and benzolo 
anhydride oould occur at a lower temperature th^i the
r)
formation of benzoic acid by the route* Bej^ izolo mold 
?ms formed at m lowere temperature the likely origin 
be lag thO'loaa of a side ohmim from poly (vinyl benzoate)
s- Partial polymerisation of vinyl bemzoate*
8t % e 2 g- Elimination of beasoio acid from the
"A
poS^Qsiw etoisil (aa A seission}.
GH = GHg ™ CH «. CÎÎ.J = - OH ^ CH -- OH •= 0
A^ ' . „,. . I
PhGO» PhGOo BiaCOgB. ■> ghOO
3t©.g©_ii g- Interaetion of benzole aeid with vinyl
eater following by cilsproportionation Do 
P h G O ^o C S â O Ë g  4- P h C O g H  P h o G O 2 (> Œ M 0 o  0 ^ ^
i
(PhoGO)gO -> MSoOHO ooo,.. D 
Siais â.œl rout® is, hereafter referred to as A /D.
15 o
Threshold Temperatures Vli3^ rl_Bepspate
The three major primary brealcdown routes in the 
pyrolysis of vinyl benzoate^ mid the eeoondary A"^/b route p 
can all be readily detected by simple ohemloal means* Ae 
the temperature is steadily raiaedp the imltlal formation 
of carbon dioxide^ oarbom monoxide^, acetylene^ and 
aoetaldehyde im the gaseous pyrolysato indicates the 
threshold temperatizre of each of the four appropriate 
reaotione* By testing separately for each gae^ uoiiag a 
oolorlmetrie detector coupled to a temperature recorder» 
the threshold temperatmye of ea,oh réaction can be 
determined* Any effeot of catalystp on any of these 
rims9 should be indicated by a variation in threshold 
temperature * The oatalyate ohoeem were the metals, ti%p 
blamuthy leadp and cadmium» the oometltuente of Wood te 
metal (gfo Introduction to Part I)*
The preeeace of a solid catalyst during a vapour
phase reaction may produce a messwable dlffweaoe la a
heterogemeou® reaetiomg but will %iot affoot a homogemeouo
(6
react!om* Steedima believed that the only reaction im 
the pyrolysis' of vinyl benzoate showing any heterogeneity 
was the 0^ aolaaion» which appoaro to take place^ in 
part» at the walls of the reactor» and should be the on3.y
oompetimg.reaction.Imflwmoed by catalyst addition if 
the above argument holds*
The eatalytle action of the various metal® ean 
gerved by comparing the threshold temperatures for 
oatalysed and mioatalyaed pyrolyeeso A lower» or higher» 
threshold temperature from a particular catalysed reaction 
will be am Indication of the oatalytio effect of that 
m e t a lo
frs.*?^ *1 ^y\There is a divergence oi 
of eatalyaie^^o The two view© held are either that the 
catalyst imltlatea the reaetlom at a lower temperature» 
or that it ©imply renders measurable a reaction which
Qoemm at the lower temperature * The temperature at 
which pyrolyses occur suggest that the adsorptioa of the 
reactant on the catalyst is probably ohemlsorptlorn ^ sine© 
physical a d s o r p t i o n  normally occurs at l o w e r  t e m p e r a t u r e s
Ghemisorptlorn arise© from the actual formation of
a Chemical bond between the reactant and the cmtalymt 
'ace9 since the heat© of adsorption are an order of
S'Jf'5 <î»î
17 o
of the Qpmpeting Routes
Precipitate formation or colour changes are used to 
detect the competing routes individually in the 
pyrolysis of earboxylic esters*
lo The H/O^ route i© observed by the greon-to-blu© 
colour change in a 250 ml* solution of 10# 
pliosphomolybdio acid containing 0*05 of 
polladlum chloride» caused by the formation 
of a carbonyl complex*
2 o The 0  ^reaction is detected by a diluted solution 
of I mil* 1# laOH and 0*5 ml* of 1# phenolphthale im » 
giving a pink to colourless change *
3o The rout© is detected Toy the precIp 11a11 on of 
silver acetylide from a solution of 25 ml*
10# AgBO« and 70 mlo .of ethanol*
4o The A^/b route (forming aeetaldehyde) ie detected by the 
precipitation of the 2 » 4'^dlnltrophenylhydrazone *
o
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iTom table ©f (Table %) it emn b©
@e@m that th© preGemee of vms^ iou® ©atalyets im the
?• V  ,
pyrolysis of vinyl bonaoato proâiioecl met omly the 
©Epeoteâ differemee ia the threshold temperature of 
the 0  ^reaatiom» but els© a similar reduetlom im the 
tteeshoM temperature of the B/o^ roaotiom» whioh 
BteeCimm believed to be a homogemeoma remot lorn*
The A /D rniû A" soiseiome were tamaffooted by 
the adiitiom of oatmlymt» although the roemlta for 
the latter roaotiom were mot repraiuaible with euah 
meeuraoj'a© those for the former*
■‘ . The ' deomrbosgrlatlom of vinyl hems oate wms markedly
affooted by the addition of oatalysto The threshoM 
temperatures » after the addition of ©atalyst to the 
system» varied from a 10® redwtiom for omdmium to a 
3S® reduotiom for tim* The oatalytio effoot of the 
metal Bp im order of imoreaaimg effioiemay» may b© written;
t
Gd < ?b' < Bi < Sm '
The feet that this particular reaotiom is imfluemoed by 
catalyst ±m am imdieatiom that it is heterogemeous *
The vinyl bemmomt© is probably ehmmlmorbed om the metal» 
and break# down at a lower temperatwe to give mtyrome 
and oarbom dioxide *
ï9o
studj of the threshold temperatures of the
eataljaed B/0 route does not give such a olear
Q
pieture as for the 0 routes There is a general 
lowering of threshold temperature by oatalysti^  but 
the results obtained fall within a range of 8®o The 
apparatus is aeeumte only to within ± 3^ 9 and 
eondluslone must be "viewed with oautiono It is more 
dlffioult t© measiare the threshold temperature of 
the h/g^ reaction than that of the other route© o 
The photocell mùat register a ooIoto ehang© whieh 
is not particularly sharp^ since th© green-^ to^ blu© 
change in the detector solution does not produce a 
large variation in current across the photocello 
lamination of #© catalysed threshold 
temperatures of the H/O^ reaction shorwe that the 
efficiency of the catalysts ©an be written s
< B b  < B 1  < 8%L
Thus the relative efficieMiee of the catalyats are 
the same for the 0^  and b/O^ routes o However g. since 
the B/g^ temperatures are very close to on© another g 
the relative catalyst efficiency is merely ©ugg© at ©do 
The temperature© of the decarbossylation reaction ©an 
be m©E©ured very accurately^ owing to *th© rapid 
colour chmmg© g with a large change in the intensity
of light passing t o the photocell p and a nmre accurate
assessment of the catalytic properties of the metals
may thus be obtained a These may b© re fleeted in the
threshold temperatures of the B/G reaction In presence
of the eorr©©ponding eatalyeto
believed that the 0  ^reaction of
vinyl besuEoat© ie partially heterogenoouSp and the effect
of catalyst upon this reaction certainly bears out this
viewo However^ he also considered the E/c route to be
completely homogeneousp which does mot agree with present
re suit So Were the reaction toally homogene oue,^j catalyst
addition would not affect ito There ie a wider range of
Pcatalytic activity for the C’ reaction; and the absence 
of such widely differisig results for the E/G^ ' route 
suggest© that the reaction Is only partially heterogeneouso
Oatalvti©'Effect of Metal©
Because of the oompl©3sity of the catalytic process 
it is not possible Ef- at presentto suggest a relationship 
between the choice of catalyst and the threshold 
temperature produced „ fhe factors governing the catalytic 
activity of a metal Include the geometric organisation of 
active sites for adsorption^ , th© rate of the adsorptive 
pr©ee©©E5 the thermochemistry of the adsorbat© binding 
(taking into consideration its distribution over the
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geometrical surface^ competitive and co-operative 
adsorptien^ mobility ©f the adsorbed species^ and 
many ©there © All of these point© assteni to the 
deaorptioa of the reaetion product© o With auoh a 
Beleotlon of variables it Is unlikely that may simple 
relationship ©mm be detoetoi among the metml© tim^ 
bismuth 0 lemêg, mmê oadmlum* am# the threshold 
temperature© of the 0^ route im the pyrolyel© of 
vlayl bemgoatoo
These four metal© were ehooem oolely beoaua© 
they compose Wooi'^© metals to which this problem i© 
relatedo Metal© more aornmomSy aaaooia.ted with 
©atalysia are those Im teoisp VIII of the Periodic 
•Table g> Im particularp iromg. cobalt^ mlokelg plmtimmmp 
ant palladiumo Their greater readMess to form 
enrfmoe oomplmsem ©houli result im more marked 
variation© im the threshold temperature©o
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V ln g r l  b e rn a o a t e  w a s  p y r o l ^ r ^ e d  I m  a  P y re ^ c  z 'o a e t i o ^ i  
V088e3.g g Inohes losag 8%iâ Oo7 Imohea 1% diametesco Bmall
1 j)smotmte Ineh poroelaln 1)9881% rlmga were aêdeâ
ae Golmü%% paokl%(^. wh@a:x aieeeeear^^ to prevent eEeeemlve 
frothinge The reaetion vessel was osioloeeâ in mi eleotria 
fnr&mee^ thermo8tatioall;gr aontrelled to maimtaim a oonstent 
temperature to w i t h i n  j ;  g ^ o  ï ïh o  t e m p e r a t u r e  w a s  measœoil 
bgr a tliermoeouple inserted 1b. a pooket ‘In the reaction 
vessel^ the terminals being eonmeetei to a lonejwell^ -Brcwjn 
recorder g thw giving oontimml temperatwe meaawememto
Threshold temperatures were measureâ hj the method 
of static p^ro3;ir^i8p the gaaee liberated Im the réactions 
being carried over b^ the mltregem stream whieh paeaed 
through the reacstoro. %h© pyrolyslB mmit be carried ont 
in mm inert atmosphere to prevent the cm'idatioii of break-- 
&.mm prodnotm e SMa was achieved hg passing the irltTOg^ zi 
ûown a centre tnbe t© near the bottom of the reaotiom veeeel„, 
ami throngh the apparatna for several mlmntes before the 
begimming of a rnmo The gas leaving the reactor passed 
through a water eomienser before emterisig* a wash-bottle 
oomtaisiiaig a reagent to identify the presemoe of a 
partiemlar gas Im the ontlet etreaao
2;Jc
She wa© placed in a darkemod bos
beiween a eonstant voltage light ©onsree and a photocello 
She term:lmal8 of the photocell were oomeoted to a 
©eooM Honejwell'^Bro'm recorder and the current aoroea 
the 8^8tern registered on a chart ^ àiig change in owremt 
due to reaction between the reagent in the wash^bottl© 
and a gaseous ' product to give a precipitate or a colour 
change could immecliatel^ r be seeno She gases then paesed 
through a second wash-^bottle containing water before 
leavls^ g the apparatus p a© ttet the flœ rate oouM be 
maintained at a sultable steadj rate (about on© bubble 
everg^ ' two seconds )o
At the beginning of a run the starting potots on 
both recorder charts were carefully markedo The 
recorders were differently geared and ran at different 
speeds p which necessitated a ca3.culati©n before corres- 
ponding, points on the two charts could be ©btalnoclo 
After the point wherè the change in current had occurred 
for a rm^ the time which had elapsed since the start 
had to b© calculated from the length of paper msedo Th© 
temperatia^ © oorreepoMisig to this tIm©-interval was then 
found from the other re corder 0 shewing the tempera tui=® 
at which any given gas )I was first detected in the 
effluent*), in other words^ the threshold temperature T(%)c
24o
Proeedure
The pyrolysis.of Vinyl Benapate
1 mlo of vinyl benzoate was measured accurately into 
a Glean reactor at the beginning of each rung the? wash- 
bottle filled with a particular reagent^ the apparatus 
comectedp and the nitrogen flow oommenoedc. After 7L5 mins 
the two recorders were started siimltanoously and the 
furnace was s*witohed oiao Attached to the furm-oe wae a 
?ariae resistance which enabled the ??ate of heating to be 
readily controlledo It aleo prevented too large a current 
being pa.ssed through the furnaceo The temperatiree was 
initially allowed to rise at about 3^ per minuteThe 
nitrogen bubbling through the wash-bottle caueed changes 
in intensity on the photocell^ which were registered as a 
slight pulse on the recordero This prevented the reoorder^ 
needle from _ otiçkisig and falling to follow any intensity 
change in the detector l%uido
(l) The r/c ‘^ threshold temperature was indicated by the 
appearance of carbon monoxide in the reactor gaaeso 
Carbon monoxide was detected tteough its formation 
of a carbonyl complex with palladiimi chloride in a 
solution of phpophomolybdic acido 250 mlo of a 100 
solution of phosphomolybdie acid was prepared and 
OoOS go of palladlmi chloride addedo
25.
O
(2) The appearance of esrbon dioxide from the C route 
was detected by two different reagentSo Initiallyp 
lime water was used g but a solution containing 1 mlo 
of 10 feOHp Oo5 ml 0 of 10 phenolphthslein solution 
and 70 alo water was later found to be more 
aatlefactoryp
Cs) The threshold temperatures were obtained by
detecting acetylene by means of alcoholic silver 
nitrate solution^ silver aeetylide being formedn 
The reagent consisted of 2g mXo of 100 AglO^ and 
70 mlo of ethanolo The silver mcetylide vms 
destroyed after the rum by treating it with mineral 
aeido
(4) The threshold temperature of the eeoandasy
route (leading to aoetaMehyd©) was imdioated by.
solution of 2 0 4'^dlnitrophemylhydrasine g which 
praoipita,ted the c or re sp omd 1%  derivative of 
acetaldehydOo .
The addition of catalyst to the reactor^ in the form 
of metal filings^ induced oonsiderable frothingp which 
sometimes interfered with-the recording of the temperature g, 
and it was found necessary to introduce ^/4 Inch porcelain 
Ii6 seing rings as a packing in the react or o In other 
réactions 0 where packing proved mmeeeaaary*, comparison 
between the result© for m packed and an unpacked reactor 
showed no difference in threshold temperatureso
26o
The method of detection of acetaldeh^ rde and 
acetylene gave clear résultao The r@corder-chart curve 
showing reduction in the light reaching the photocell 
was easily traced to its initial starting point; and 
accurate threshold températures could thus b© obtainedo
Mme water was ©rigimlly used to indicate the 
appearance of carbon dioxide ^ but this method proved 
somewhat uneatlsfaetorjo The volume of detector 
•solution was reduced^ but the test remained rather 
ineensitive for the O'" reaction*, although Eeininger*^  
found efficient precipitation^ A test Involving 
phenolphthaleia was substituted end proved very 
sensitive Ü The pink solution (with feOH) was diluted 
to an experimentally determined value on the recorder- 
chart to give the most acourat© measurement of current 
changeo When the solution turned colourless the amount 
of light, reaching the photocell increased sharplyo
The above method, was an excellent example of the 
use of a colour change to determine the threshold 
temperature p,f a reactionThe teat for carbon 
monoxide was^ unfortunatelyg not so effective^ A 
solution of phôspbomolybâic acid containing palladium 
chloride is originally greenish-yellow ; changing to 
bluish-green on treatment with carbon monoxide ^ There 
iS; however» not much difference between the amount of
hoo
•)J0
T ( c h '.ch^
TCcd)
3oo
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light transmitted by these tw@ solutions^ a M  the eolour 
change iSp Im any eventp vely gradimlo It iSp therefore p 
difficult to plm-polnt the ©3saet spot © n a recorder^ 
chart where carbon mosioxid© warn originally evolved o 
%fortmmt@ly no more suitable method of testing for 
carbon mon©2d.d© conld b© devisedo
Evrolvsia of Tinvl p-tolmate o
■A sample of vinyl p-telwte was obtained from 
Dro 0oWo Saylorp îoGoIop Plasties Division^ Harrogatep 
for the determination of it© theahold temperature© 
corresponding to the vii^l feeœoate reaotlomso
Heininger^ had ©tndied the threahoM. temperatures 
of vinyl benzoate p vinyl m-p and p'-chlorobensoateo 
By plotting the threshold tempera twee of each reaction 
against the dissociation constant of the fonr corres­
ponding parent acidshe obtained curves characterlstle 
of each; of the four routes CMg« IIl)o 3h@ present work 
with vin^ ri p-^ toluat© extend® these curve© smoothly to 
lower values of -E o
!Dhe results here achieved C^able 2) were found to bo 
in good agreement with those obtained from the graph-^  Cpcfi 
and appears to support the idea that the tlireehold 
temperatures of this particular family of compound© can 
predicted from this type of graphe-
28o
Etroteei© of Vinyl m-ohlorobensoate
Her0f? no reading had been reeoriei by Relminger
Pfor the threshold temperature of the A reaction g but a 
email eample (about Oofl #,o) of his ester remained g mnû 
has mow beam esmmlmed without repurifieatlom ±n am 
attempt to estimate the threshold temperatureo A value 
of 986° was obtained g quj,te far from the temperature 
predicted from the smoothed graph.5 but the email else and 
imeèrtain purity of the sample reader this restait rather 
unreliable„
Byrolvsla of Vinyl p=ohloroben^pate
The H/C"-’ route of vinyl p^ohlorobensoate warn
examined to cheek its threshold temperature^ which tm© 
found by Relmlmger^ to lie juet off the smoothed curve»
The valu© mow obtained p although ©lightly different from 
the original 9 still ' did mot place the point om the curve v 
The pyrolyeamd was solid @md some little difficulty was 
found in eomdansing unalismged pyrolyeand before it 
reached the wash bottle «
Preparation of Vinyl, Bemsoate
Vinyl benzoate was prepared as described by Adelmair^ o^ 
1 mol G of bensolc acid (120 go) wss dissolved in 4 molo of 
redistilled vinyl acetate (330 g o ) a  To"the reaction
misrfeœe w a s  a d d e d  m e r c u r i c  acetate ( 3 ^ B  go) e n d  sulphuric
aaid (1 mlo ^ So (Jo I0B4) to produce mercuric sulphate Im ©Itn,
2 9  o
After reflmciaiig and then anhydrous sodium
acetate was added to neutmlis© any imreactad aoicio 
Til© aster was obtained by fszaotlomal di©tlllation 
(boPo 72 ^ 74®/3 HMo)o
By keeping the reflust temperature low and 
eonsIderably inereaeing the time of reflu%^ a higher 
yield of greater purity is obtained ^ Ref luring at 
35^ for about 80 hrso gives a yield of about 70%o 
The low temperature inhibit© the formation of ethylidene 
dia.oetat©sj which ie not readily separated from vinyl 
b©Moat@o
30o
ISllOBUfimof
2 0as cd®“Dloyanostllb©ne was foimâ by Joneo as a 
product of the pyrolysis of a-^ eyanobengiyl bensoate at 
eao 420^0 On3.y the trans isomer was found in the” Cî±!Îjnaf:t5Cfî>-TCW.V
20pyrolysateo The intermediate was thought to be
PhGH(ON)g s and the present work on this postulated
intemediate was designed to confirm or refute the
proposed meobanisHio The related compound^ ben^al
20bromide9 was pyrolysed by Jones"  ^yielding .trams- 
as a ^ -dibromostilbene ^ after he had foimd both bensal 
bromide and trane-agoi'^ -^ dibromoQtilbone in the py roly sate 
from a-bromobengyl bansoat©« It 1© boXiavod tlmt these 
two products arise from the following reaction
PhoCOgoCHPbBr — => V2(PhCO)gO -» Vs![o(CHPhBi’')g] ...... »
This unstable ether is thought to undergo an Ag scission 
with migration of the bromine 9 followed by elimination 
of hydrogen bromide from the resulting PhGI-IBr^  ' molecule
[0(CHPÎ3Bx>)„] ■=■=■“> Ph.CHO •{■ Ph.CHBr% .1oooooo -‘“'D
I if'
HBï* -S' ^  OPhBr s OPhBr
The corrèspending pyrolysis of a™oyanobensyl benzoate 
produced the at 11bone 9 but no PhCH(CH)2 was foimdo
oThe généralieei overall réaction seheme for the 
three oorraepondlsig esters to which this work is related 
is given below in more detail t
> PhoGHO [PhoGOoX] oo.oo B'
PhoOOmoGEPhX — > E% PhoGOoGOoPh
1  ^  in. n I f  1 O O O f o  25=— > ^(PhGOl^O 4}'ÿO(GEPh%)g]
The three esters aœmineâ were hensyl hensoat© (if X ^ H)t> 
a-eyanoh0Bsyl bens oat e (ll^ % «s OE)p and es'-bromobensyl 
bensoat© (ill# X - Br)o
A static pyroljaie of (l) at ego 300° by Hm?d and
91 p
Bennett indieated the B ©oissioa to be the major 
breakdown route o The ê 1 apro#or11 onm11 om product ^ dibensyl 
ether9 was not actually isolated^  but' its formation was 
inferred from the detection of bemsoio anhydride and 
toluene, The latter is known to be formed on the 
pyroly©!© of dibansyl ether g along with fiarther 
bensaldehyda by an soissiono Â temperature increase
pA
to ©go 500° produce© an imesspeotei minor route ^ yielding
hydrogen and bens 11 o Other produet© of the réaction at 
the higher temperature are bensoio aeid^ bemmene^ 
bensophenone and diphenylo A separate pyrolysis of
boïlsil at 500° gave bengophe/iOKie ana dialiexyl. 
Indicating that these two prodticts arlBo from sue ce salve
deearboï:3ylatioBS of benBllc^
-GO -GO
m.GDoOOnPh > PhcOOcPh — > ?hc.fh
The preaenoe of heasono may ho aaooxwiteâ for vy partial 
deoarhovylatiou of bonsole aolcL
The pyrolyalo of eotoro (ll) and. (ICll} eollcce.; 
very largely g the same coheme as thai; of (l)o -ttho}; 
secondary proâuGts are oarhon no3J.ozldo aeid PhX (the Iziicl:ii 
brealcdown of Bh«GO<>X} and
81131301101) This l8 thought to arise jx as vei-vllonod
'j
previously9 from am aoiasion of the .^uDilo other
[0(GHHil)g j The preoenoG of a little housal bromide
in the pjrolysiB of (ill) lends support to the propesou
meehamlamo The tra^ isomers bf the disubstituted
BtilbeuGS were found and a separate pyrolysis of bensal
bromide by 'Jones'^  " 'yielded only traneyussf-dihromostirbe^iG
P âHcfô^ e^verg,-recent work has Indies teds that bensal obloride. 
similarly pyrolysedj. gives both cia and - trans isomers of
Cî v”
uss^-dishlorostilbenej. eonfirmlsig earlier work of roh''''h.
It is hoped that a pyrolysis of, bonsai eyo,nido 
analogous to the. hromide .and ehl.oride pyroIysGs wii.l 
resolve the method of , formation of the dls%)stitukod 
stilbGUG^ and ûlarifÿ the dissimilarity bstwoon bensal 
bromide and b©nsal chloride in forming jji.s- and pirans- 
isomers of dl-z-stllbene ^
Thô r©latiVG of ohlorine miâ hromlne
atoms probably aeoom%t for the absence of the 
o±B-^ms€^^^cVlhTom&Btilhem0 As both the phenyl group 
a:ad the bromine atom are large the Gi§ Isomer would be 
sterically hisiciered because of the reepulsioB between 
the to© bromine atoms q The chlorine atom^ being 
•emaller^  will permit the formation of 
diehlorostilbene o
Hydrogen bs^ omld© readily oomvertB oijgr^ stilbene 
to trBB8-81ilbemeand the presence of thi© gas in 
the pyrolysate from bensal bromide may favour the 
formation of trans-ag a ^ -dlbromostllbene# HOI9 being 
lees readily dissociated than EBr^ may not have the 
same effecto
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RESULTS AID BISGUSSIOH
Repeated pyrolyses of bensal cyanide- at temperature© 
ranging from 400° to as high a© 700° failed to produce 
either cis° or trans- a: a ^-dioyanostllbene e The gaseous 
pyrolysate was examined at all temperatures for the 
formation of hydrogen cyanide (which was likely to arise 
in any breakdown undergone by the pyrolyeand) but^  
although temperature increase produced a corresponding 
rise in the amount of hydrogean cyanide evolved ^ no 
substantial quantity was liberatedo It le believed that 
any hydrogen cyanide formed was produced following 
charring of the bensal cyanide in the reactoro After a 
pyrolysis at 700° this was particularly noticeable^ a 
very small percentage of original material being recovered 
from the tars and charred matter formed^ Cyanide© very 
readily undergo complex reactions at high temperatures to 
form tarry residueso The runs at eao 430^ (the temperature 
at which Jones^^ produced a little dlcyanostilben©) 
yielded very little hydrogen cyanide and left the reactor 
reasonably cleano .Increasing the temperature by stage© 
to the limit of the. range of the glass reactor (too350°) 
made no significant difference in the quantity of 
hydrogen cyanide evolved^ but recovery of the pyrolysaad 
was made increasingly difficult by tar=formation'o It
35 o
xu&M Wpeâ that theoo tarry :eQB±ûiwB might eoatalm tli©
esspoatecl stllbomop but imveatigation rmo fruitlociBo
SliQ tQ®p©5?ature‘^ mng0 600° 700^ o with a eiliea
reactor 0 almpïy imoreatsed tho ammmt of targ and it
thus appaara that liosi^-îal & s m v U l O o mU.iko bensp,! bromido
and chloride ^ û q o b  not pradœo a dleubstltuted atllbemo «
However.9 as® ^‘-dicyaaoetilhen© haa boom found in
20the pyrolysate of ei‘-cyan©b©nsyl Wmoate^o It may be
that one of the products of thi© pyrolysis catalyses
the reaotion to form the stilbeneo If g thenp a
eopyrolyeis of a-oyanoben^yl bemsoate and be&isal oyanido
is carried out any catalyst action will produce the
stilbesie from bensal cyanide o In emoh a py roly a Is
20products similar to those obtained by Jones wore
found 9  ^Mit no a g a ^-dloymmps tilbeno was isolated p the
final, fraction© beisig examined for a trace of ©tilhene
in the unchanged pyrolyeand <, A straight pyrolysis of
m^oya&mbenmyl heœo^te was attempted g to.no purpose;
not a trace, of th©: stilben© could be found o
These résulté indicate that the meohsnism proposed 
Pùby Jone© for the formation of asci^ '-di^ X'-atilbon© in 
the pyrolysi.© of m-bromobemsyl bensoate and a-eyanoben.syl 
bensoate does not hold for the latter hreaMowaic- The 
mechanism.depende on the formation of the intermediary
36
Fh.CH3U» the bromo compound readily giving the 
stilbene but the cyano compound yielding none.
[0(CHPhX)g] — > PhoCHO + Ph.CHXg ..... AR
I
HX -S’ 4 CPhX 8 CPhX
Am an alternative it Im suggested that the 
(Ega'^‘=-dicyanostilbem may result from an A° scission 
of ©‘“Oyaxiobenzjl benzoate ^ thus g
PhoCOg „ CHPhCR PhoCOgH -f ^  CPhCH s CPhCH..... A°
This rout© probably accounts for the formation of 
aga^ =‘>dleyano©tilb©n© and may also contribute to th© 
am.oiant of asa’-=dibromostilben© found in the pyrolysis 
of a-bromobemiyl bens catOo
It is apparent that in PhCHXg and PhoCOgoCHPhE 
the cyanide group does, not readily react in the same 
way as the chloride and bromide groupso A possible 
reaction mechanism for the formation of the disubstituted 
stilbene from Ph OH Brg is shown be low o
E
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As the inductlTO effect (electron attraotian) of the 
oyanid© group is rather leas than that of the halide© 
there i© less likelihood that the initial reaction 
will produce a hydrogen iono
«
38o
The of bomsal oyemlde amd ©--©janobeB^ ^^ rl
‘bemoat© at temp era tor ©8 bel ©if 550^ wer© carried out In 
a Pyr©5i: realtor9 19 ImeheB Im length and m little greater 
than 1 inch in diameter paeked with ©hort length© of 
P^ ress tnbingo
M l  ©leetrieallj heated fonrnoe^ ; in whloh the 
pyrolysis tube hung vertieallyp provided a thermostatloally 
eontrolled temperatw© to mlthlm 4 5® of the required 
valn0 o The ftarmo© temp era tw@ wa© memenred by a thermo- 
oonple inserted in a poaket in the reaation vesselo 
After being raised to the required temperature the 
fumaae was left for 1 - 8  hours to achieve a uniform 
temperature and equilibrium throughout the apparatus o 
Immediately before pyrolysis the system was 
alternately evacuated and flushed with nitrogen f>@ remove 
all but minute traces of oasygen from the reactor and thus 
prevent oxidation of the breakdown product© o
The pyrolyeand was introduced to the reactor by 
means of a tap-fum@l which allowed the material to enter 
the vessel at a rate of one drop ©very two ©econdSo A 
glass, tub© was fl5ied across the tap equal la lug pressure
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throughout the apparatus o Another glaes tube was led 
from the top of the tap-funm©l to # mercury eeal^ which 
provided a safety valve should the pressure la the 
apparatus become too higho After passage through the 
realtor the pyrolysate m m  eoolecl im am air eomdomeer 
and them collecte# im a 100 mlo receiver « ümcomdemeeâ 
gases were passed through am imoliaecl water oomdemaei’^ 
amcl an alkali trap^  before being eolleoted im m i  
aspirator0 The water im the aspirator was covered 
with a layer of liquid paraffin to minimise solution 
of any water-soluble gases eolleetedo The water exit 
from the aspirator was eontrolleâ by means of b &t b w  
clips 9 constantly adjusted to maintain atmospheric 
pressure within the system^ registered on a manometero 
This also enabled the degree of ememtion of the air 
from the system to be noted and. provided a useful 
cheek on the preseno® of leakso .
I?or temperatures greater, than §5 0 ® m silica 
reactor was aubatltuted for the Pyrex vesselo This 
tub© was IS inoh©© long and log inches in diameterp 
packed throughout with small pieces of silica tub©o 
Another similar furnace had to b® used with this 
reactor9 since its-dimensions differed considerably 
from the firsto
4"0 a
l a
J&8 the 8o3Ju& 'bhc^ p zaeHbGcl
Im the r©S0S?TOirp by meems of a heat tog tap© ^ h@fo:e© 
admissiez to the reaeto^o
PRÔOEBUBE
fhe pyr©lyii©..„of
Pyt^olysis of hemal ayamtoe at thla t e m . p @ : m t w v @  
p r o â u m â  omly a v@z=y small volime of ga© (250 mlo)o 
liiah of this volime mnat have been due to the method 
of eolleating the gaseous pyrolysate^ j the water-f3.ow 
from the aspirator being manually aontroiled to offset 
the pressure rise t o  the apparatus o Vaporisation of 
the pyrolysaM on entering the reactor produced a 
pressure toorease g smllified bj subsequent condensât Ion o 
The volume of gas collected g being &û email^ le not 
■ signlfi cant^
The py roly sat© wa© diet 11 led at T®âm©û pressure 
(boPo 150 - I70V 5 mmo) but no trace of cggoi^ '^ dicyaao*^  
Btilben© was observedo The distillation recovered a 
great deal of pyroljsand but left a considerable tarrj 
residue to the flasko The reactorp after pyrolysis^
TMB covered with 'light brown charringo
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Pyrolysis at this temperature produced résulté 
comparable with those at the lower temperature i> although 
charring in the reactor was much more noticeable and 
less pyx’olysand wae recovered from the pyroly'sateo 
Again only 250 mlo of gas were collectedo
3o At_600^
At this temperature it was necessary to use the silioa 
reactoro There was considerable charriisigf, both in the 
pyrolysate and in the reactor^ and a much smaller 
percentage of the pyrolysand was recovered« fh© gas 
collected im this rim was 500 mlo A IQ fo HaOH solution 
was used to trap any hydrogen cyanide evolved and the 
solution in the trap titrated against standard Ool M AgHO.>
1 m3.» Ool 1  A g m ^  m  0<.0054 go E G M
The hydrogen cyanide evolved in this run was O0O87/ gop 
which was of th©oreitcal yield for the formation
of ossfô^“dicyanostilbaneo
4o ©
The volume of gaseous pyrolysat© was about 750 mlo 
The charring was far more apparent^ and 5og# of hydrogen 
cyanide was obtainedo
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The pyrolysate 'proàumû yielded very littl© material 
oa distillstioao The reactor wa© practically choked 
by the amoimt of charred material left Im It^ 
particularly at the entrance^ and the receiver 
contained mainly high--boiling tar Bo The amount of 
hydrogen cyanide liberated was 8o8?âo
It must be asBmed that In the above reactions the 
hydrogen cyanide formed must come from the complex 
reactions producing the hlgh=boiling viscous tars left 
in the receivers after pyrolysiso These tars war© treated 
with a vmriety of solvents after fractionation in an effort 
to detect trace© of the stilbenco In many cases small 
samples of a powder were obtainedp with a wide melting 
point range o Two consécutive extractions of a residue did 
not guarantee products approximating to each other in 
melting point o
The pyrolysis of a-cyanoben^yl bens oat©
The pyrolysate from a run at 430® yielded the 
following fraction© o
fraction Temperature
1 110 - I 2 0 V 3 0  mm. 1 go
2 1 2 0 ## 150" « 1  go
3 150 (K=i 170" n §  go
4 170 2 0 0 “ Ql 2 gc
5 2 0 0 230“ tn 1  go
6 230 250“ (ÎÎ 0o5  go
T 1 5 0 = I80V 5 mmo 1 go
8 180 200° 0 3
9 200 210° 01 O o 3  go
Bmctione 1 = g contained hems ole meld and mixed
sioPo 120 121^ g lit 121°) g bemsaMehyd©
g lit lë9®)g(2g4 iïloPo At
lit 125 « 6®g 150°)o feaetions 4 - 6  (solid) consisted 
solely of bemoio acid a Praotlome 7 “ 9 wer© obtained 
after reducing the pressure to 5 Praotiom 7
^ bemsolo meld g while fmot ions u m m y were 
roly ©and o The last two feaetlen© ware carefully
examimed for the pre®ene© of @s ©: ^«-âloymmoetllbene o 
OryatalB appearing is. the last fraction were filtered 
and found t© be unehangeâ py roly ©am# g m<,po 58° o' Both 
fraotiom© ©ollâifled quite quickly o
4A
sie of eraniâe and
A m%%'i 
and 10 go ©: 
the breakdown
Fraction
1
go of a-oy@nobemsyl bensoate
was pjToljBQÛ at 430® and
at 3 rmo- pressure o
Temperatur© 
75 = 100®
150
o
o
150 -  1
r^r-^ -irra.C^
2 go
4 go 
2 go
5 go
4 g
184 - 208«> 3 go
frac tiens. 2-^7 solidified very qui
recognition of the stilben© a® a solid suspandei Im a 
liquid fmetioBo fraotiom. 1 (liquid) contained
.trlle 0 and bemmolc acldg while Im 
three
with bensoio mold predominatingo fmotion. 3 oonslsted 
of bensoie aeid and bemgal eyamideg fraction 4 contained 
only the latter « fraetioms gp 6 and 7 oontaisied gg=oy#io- 
bensyl bensoatoo
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Determination of kv'drqgGm cyanide o
60 mlo of IO9& IfaOH wae placed in a trap before 
the py roly si Bo After the réaction 10 mlo of the alk@.li 
trap Bolutiora was diluted with 100 mlo of distilled 
waterc Go11 AglOg solution was titrated against this 
eolution^ a sharp end-point feeing obtained fey adding 
5 mlo of 51 ammonia solution and m few drops of OdBf 
potassium Iodide eolutiosio
1 mlo OolW AglO^ g O0OO54 go HGlj
Tiras the weight of hydrogen cyanide absorbed fey the 
total alkali in the trap can fee estimatedo
Th©.^ preparatiQB of . enJEv 1_ feengoate.
This compound was prepared by the method of 
27Francis and Davis '* from 53 go of feeiasaldefejd© and 70 go 
of feensoyl chloride shaken up with an aqueous solution 
of 33o5 go (2fo excess) of potassium cyanidec The flask 
was cooled g solid Ou—eyanofeensjl feensoate separated out 
overnight^ A yield of 70 go (59#) was ofetained.? 
recrystallised from ethanolSopo 59® (lito moPo 6 0®}
PhoGEO PhoOOoGl IGF — > PhoGO^^ GEmoGW ^ EGI(L
D^he _preparation_qf.feesisal eymilde o
This was prepared from feensjl ojanii© as 
described fey H©ssl@r‘
Preparation „of ethyl. tato o
112 go of besisjl oyaniÜQ we.® gradually added to a 
eolution of 112 go of ethyl earbonat© and 700 mlo of 
anlaydrous ether eontaining 22 go of ©odium in small 
pieeeso After 20 minSo the solution became pale yellow 
and bubbles of gam (hydrogen) were evolvedo The tempera­
ture inereaeed with the rat© of the reabtion^ f neeeasitating 
the nee of 6'^ DrikoM®’ to prevent the ether from boilingo
After 2 hours the reaction oeaeed and the dark red liquid
was left overnightÏ5 ûiivxng whieh time large qmmtities of 
solid separatedD The mechaiiism is ^
¥a
PhoGEmoOn — > PhoCHIaoCI à Em& cû G>
Y
Ph.GE(0m)»COgI3t nr
The ©eter was separated by aoldifyisig the solution, with 
dilute sulphuric acid^ evaporating-off the ether^ and 
fraotionatiag the product at reduced preesui^ Oo The 
fraction distilling at 150 - 180®/l5 mmo was redistilled^ , 
collectedp and weighedThe pure ester is a colourless 
oil9 boPo 165o5®/2D -mîiîo 0 the .yield being 55 go (30o2# 
theoretical based on benzyl cyanide)o
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55 go of phes?y3,cyanoac©tato iiero treated
with 6 4 go of 0OBÛO aqueouG à M  the amid© eoparated 
from the solution overnight o
:PhoGH(om)oOOgEt — P^oGH(CT).COîiîg
o 0B0 oaq o
The yield was 30 go (®4#)iî repreoipitateâ from ethanol 
Mopo 145® Clitol4?®)Q
Preparation of benBal oyanMOa
It was found that the use of large qimmtitlea of 
Œ s a-oyanophenylaeetamlde m i  phomphorum penta chloride « 
to produce bensal eymld© p nearly doubled the porqentagQ 
yield p thi© stage of the reaction having normally given 
a léw yieldo
go of Œ8Œc-oyanophenylaoetamlde ami 32 go of 
pentaohloride were pXaoed to a distillation 
fla©k ©vmouated to 3 muo ; the flask was maintained at 
a low temperature while the ©olid melted and reacted^ 
water being removed from the amide o The light coloured 
liquid became darker and much more visoouB as the reaction 
progressed o The temperature was then raised and the
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came solidifying in the ©oMensoj
“HgO
PtooOHCGl)oOOoSHp -«— >
The yieia was 20 go ( 40#) ; th@ beasal eyasild© ??a©
recryetellisei from ether and light petroleum giving
it o m o p o
ri“
plat®Bp mopo 67 69^
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